COMPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR PROGET DOORS WITH ADDITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
FIRE RATED:

PROGET DOORS
INTERNAL USE

MULTIPURPOSE:

- Combo Sa
- Combo S200/GS; Combo S200/GSV
- Combo dB Sa/GS; Combo dB Sa/GSV
- Combo Sa
- Combo S200/GS; Combo S200/GSV
- Combo dB/GS; Combo dB/GSV

ATTENTION: For all warehousing, handling, installation, usage and maintenance related operations please follow carefully the INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS for PROGET doors and the present COMPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION.
In order to reach the additional performance characteristics (smoke control, acoustic insulation, thermal insulation, wind permeability, water tightness) please follow
the INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS and the present COMPLEMENTARY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS carefully.

Figure A
(refers only to PROGET MULTIPURPOSE doors)
After the installation of the frame, fill the space between wall and frame with polyurethane foam.
In alternative use rockwool or plaster. When solidified, remove eventual residuals form
overspraying

Figure B
(refers to PROGET FIRE RATED and MULTIPURPOSE doors)
Seal the wall facing perimeter of the door frame on the push side of the door with neutral silicone
(not supplied). In case of smoke control performances Sa and S200 and/or frame type
Tunnel/Blockframe, seal on both sides of the frame.
Figure C
(refers to PROGET FIRE RATED and MULTIPURPOSE doors)
Cut the rubber gasket at 45 degree angles in the upper corners of the frame and insert with pressure
into the respective groove of the frame (see arrows in the drawings). Four double doors, press the
rubber gasket also into the groove of the central upright of the secondary leaf with the profile facing
in the correct direction (see drawing). For fire rated doors with double leafs only, cut the rubber
gasket in proximity of the closing regulator RC/STD, making sure to cut only the necessary.

Figure D
(refers to PROGET FIRE RATED and MULTIPURPOSE doors)
Install the rubber gasket “NO AIR” for all double doors shipped with your product. Position and
install strictly as explained in the instructions (IF13-I) supplied with the KIT “NO AIR”.

Figure E
(refers to PROGET FIRE RATED and MULTIPURPOSE doors, exluding Combo dB/GS and
dB/GSV)
All double doors are shipped with the closing regulator RC/STD installed externally on the top frame
(excluding those shipped with RC2). Follow the indications given in the drawing for positioning the
closing regulator correctly.
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Figure F
(refers only to Combo Sa)
The Combo Sa does not require an automatic drop seal, since the classification for Sa smoke
performances does not measure leaks at the bottom of the door leaf.

Figure G VERSION WITH AUTOMATIC DROP SEAL
(Combo S200/GS; Combo S200/GSV; Combo dB Sa/GS; Combo dB Sa/GSV; Combo dB/GS;
Combo dB/GSV)
The Combo dB Sa/GS and dB Sa/GSV include the automatic drop seal for reaching acoustic
performances. Therefore, install the drop seal following the provided installation instructions carefully
(IF01) included in the product. Once installed, verify that the drop seal does not obstruct the
movement of the door; follow the installation instructions for eventual adjustments.

